Particle shape plays an important role in the phase behavior of colloidal self-assembly. Recent progress in particle synthesis has made particles of polyhedral shapes and dimpled spherical shapes available. Here using computer simulations of hard particle models, we study face-centered cubic to body-centered cubic (FCC↔BCC) phase transitions in a convex 432 polyhedral shape family and a concave dimpled sphere family. Particles in both families have four-, three-, and two-fold rotational symmetries. Via free energy calculations we find the FCC↔BCC transitions in both families are first order. As a previous work reports the FCC↔BCC phase transition is first order in a convex 332 family of hard polyhedra, our work provides additional insight into the FCC↔BCC transition and how the convexity or concavity of particle shape affects phase transition pathways.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite their physical significance, direct observations of solid-solid phase transitions of atomic crystals are difficult as transitions are rapid, and typically occur under extreme conditions and on small length scales. Instead systems at larger length scales, such as colloidal suspensions (e.g., Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ), and micron-sized aqueous droplets (e.g., Refs. [6] [7] [8] ), whose dynamics are significantly slower, provide testbeds for investigating complex, collective phenomena analogous to that in atomic and molecular systems [9, 10] . Colloidal systems manifesting solid-solid transitions driven by a variety of factors have been explored in experiment (e.g., Refs. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ). Among them, one interesting kind of phase transition is that driven by a change in particle shape. Both experimental (e.g., Refs. [18] [19] [20] [21] ) and numerical (e.g., Refs. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] ) studies have shown that particle shape plays an important role in the self-assembled phases of colloidal systems.
Recent progress in particle synthesis has made many kinds of particle shapes possible. One class of shape is the polyhedron, such as the rhombic dodecahedron [19, 34, 35] and cuboctahedron [18, 36] . Intermediate shapes between two polyhedra, with vertex or edge truncation from the bounding shapes, are also available [18, 19, 34, [36] [37] [38] . Another class of shape is the dimpled sphere, where "lock-and-key" colloids with a prescibed number of dimples can be synthesized [36, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . These two classes of shapes differ in that polyhedral shapes are convex while dimpled spheres are concave (e.g., [36, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] ). Despite this difference, shape-driven FCC↔BCC phase transitions occur in both systems when particle shape is suitably chosen [46] .
Using the free energy calculation method developed in Ref. [46] , here we investigate the FCC↔BCC phase transitions in a convex 432 polyhedral shape family [47, 48] and a concave dimpled sphere family [45] , treating particle shape * E-mail:sglotzer@umich.edu as a thermodynamic variable [49] , to determine the order of each transition. Particles in both families have four-, three-, and two-fold rotational symmetries. Together with the previous report of the 332 polyhedral shape family [46] , in all three cases we find the shape induced FCC↔BCC transition is first order. 
II. MODELS AND METHODS
The two families of hard particles we study here can be described using a few shape parameters. The convex polyhedron shape family with 432-symmetry [47] (∆ 432 ) can be described by two shape parameters (α a , α c ), as shown in Fig. 1(a) . All the shapes in ∆ 432 are bound by four shapes:
, the octahedron has an increasing amount of vertex truncation until (α a , α c ) = (0, 0), while from (α a , α c ) = (1, 0) to (1, 1), the octahedron has an increasing amount of edge truncation until (α a , α c ) = (1, 1). The same rule applies to other rows and columns in Fig. 1(a) . In simulations, the volume of particles is rescaled to 1.
For the concave dimpled sphere family [45] , a dimpled sphere is a spherical cap bounded by the intersection of a central sphere with valence spheres. Here we choose the central and valence spheres of the same radius r, with six valence spheres in the (±1, 0, 0),(0, ±1, 0), (0, 0, ±1) directions. By choosing these six directions for the valence spheres, we obtain a dimpled sphere with 432-symmetry. The dimpled amount is characterized by the distance l between the central sphere and the valence sphere. When l = 2r, the central and valence spheres are just touching each other and no dimple is shown; when l = √ 2r, the dimpled sphere has the maximal dimple amount, wherein the two neighboring dimples are touching each other. We thus can use a single shape param-
] to describe it, where f = 0 corresponds to no dimple amount and f = 1 the maximal dimple possible (see examples in Fig. 2(a) ). As above, the volume of particles is rescaled to 1.
To calculate the thermodynamic properties of FCC↔BCC transitions in these two systems, we adapt the method in Ref. [46] . All the simulations are done using the hard particle Monte Carlo (HPMC) module in HOOMD-blue [50, 51] and data management is done using the signac toolkit [52, 53] . We first calculate the equation of state of the particles in ∆ 432 . To do so, we initialize systems of N particles in a cubic box with FCC (N = 500) and BCC (N = 432) structures and gradually compress the system to reach packing density 0.55. We then relax the system in the N V T ensemble for up to 4 × 10 7 MC sweeps. For each MC sweep, we allow both particle translation and rotation, as well as box shape change (with box volume conserved). The box shape change operation allows the simulation cell to align with the emergent orientation of the crystal [54, 55] . The system is equilibrated for 1.5 × 10 7 steps and then we begin to measure the pressure. From the pressure measurements we extract an equation of state in terms of pres- sure versus shape parameter α c , which we use to estimate the location of the solid-solid transitions (see Fig. 3(b) ). With this information, we choose sample shapes around the transition area to compute their Landau free energies. We use the second neighbor-averaged l = 4 of the spherical harmonic bond order parameter Q 4 [56, 57] as the order parameter of this system because BCC and FCC structures have two distinct Q 4 values, i.e., BCC has a characteristic value of Q 4 ≈ 0.07 and FCC has Q 4 ≈ 0.17 [46] . If the transition happens through continuous intermediate structures, e.g., through a BCT phase, the Q 4 value is expected to change continuously as well. We then compute the Landau free energy for the Q 4 order parameter using umbrella sampling [58] . The spring constant of the biased potential is set to be k = 3.5×10
4 and the window width of Q 4 is 0.004 with 5 × 10 4 samples used for each window. We use the weighted histogram analysis method [59] to reconstruct the free energy curves and the final plot is an average of five independent replica.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ref. [48] studied the self-assembly behavior of particles in ∆ 432 and Fig. 1(b) shows a rough sketch of the three major phases at density 0.55. Here we are interested in the BCC↔FCC transition at fixed α a = 0.65 and varying α c values (the dashed line in Fig. 1(b) ). We plot the pressure of the equilibrated systems as a function of α c in Fig. 3(b) , with the particles first initialized in BCC and FCC structures, respectively. σ = 1 is the length unit. The color in Fig. 3(b) represents Q 4 of the final structures in the equilibrated systems, with blue for BCC and red for FCC. The color of Q 4 shows that the equilibrated systems are either BCC-like or FCC-like, without any sign of intermediate structures. Pressure curves for both BCC and FCC initialized systems have cusps (in the range about 0.25 to 0.5), which also indicates the transition is first order. Fig. 1(c), (d) show snapshots of the equilibrated systems of a BCC and FCC structure, respectively. The structures can be identified from the bond order diagram, which connects a particle with neighboring particles within the first peak of the radial distribution function. We then calculated the free energy around the value of the shape parameter α c ≈ 0.36, where the transition takes place. From  Fig. 4(b) , it can be seen that at α c = 0.32, the system has the lowest free energy in the BCC basin (Q 4 = 0.07). As α c increases, the minimal free energy of the BCC basin increases while the FCC basin (Q 4 = 0.17) decreases, which indicates the system begins to prefer an FCC structure. A comparison of the two basins shows that it is a first order transition. The undulations of the α c = 0.38 and α c = 0.4 curves in the 0.11 − 0.15 range are due to the existence of hexagonally close-packed (HCP) stacking faults in the FCC structure.
We next explore the FCC↔BCC transition of the concave dimpled spheres. Because the pressure calculation in HPMC currently does not support concave particles, we identify the phase transition boundary using bond order diagram and Q 4 . When f 0.63, particles tend to self-assemble into an FCC structure; when f 0.67, particles tend to self-assemble into a BCC structure. Fig. 2(b-e) show snapshots of self-assembled structures. The free energy plots in Fig. 5(b) , (c), similar to that in Fig. 4(b) , (c), have two basins corresponding to the BCC and FCC structures, and show a first order transition as observed in the truncated octahedron system. The BCC basin shifts to the right of Q 4 ≈ 0.07 and shifts further with increasing f (see the arrow in Fig. 5(c) ) as the BCC structure becomes slightly sheared (Fig. 2(c) ).
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We studied examples of FCC↔BCC phase transitions in a convex 432 polyhedral shape family and a concave dimpled sphere family, where shapes in both families have four-, three-, and two-fold rotational symmetries. Together with the previous report on convex 332 polyhedral shape family [46] , in all three cases the FCC↔BCC phase transitions are first order. On the other hand, the existence of intermediate BCT structures between FCC and BCC indicates that in Landau theory the BCC↔FCC transition could occur via a pair of continuous transitions, e.g., through the Bain pathway [60] . The Bain pathway has been observed in kinetics of colloidal crystal transformation in experiments (e.g., Ref. [61, 62] ). Thus our finding raises the question what factors affect the transition pathway in shape-driven transitions. More studies in this direction are encouraged. Furthermore, despite the apparent insensitivity of the overall thermodynamics of the transition to the particle modifications tested here, some discernible differences in the thermodynamics of the transitions were found. Whereas for the convex shapes reported here and in Ref. [46] there is strong evidence of metastable mixed FCC/HCP stacking developing after the BCC↔FCC transition, this was not evident in our study of concave 432-symmetric shapes. This finding indicates that choice of particle shape does afford some control over transition thermodynamics. Understanding the extent to which this is possible will be an important question for future work, given the growing number of examples of shape-shifting colloids that can now be synthesized [20] [21] [22] [63] [64] [65] , the potential for the use of these colloids in developing materials, and the importance of the thermodynamics of solid-solid transitions in determining the viability of these shape-shifting colloids for driving structural reconfiguration [66] . 
